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Abstract—Given a user wearing a low frame rate wearable
camera during a day, this work aims to automatically detect the
moments when the user gets engaged into a social interaction
solely by reviewing the automatically captured photos by the
worn camera. The proposed method, inspired by the sociological
concept of F-formation, exploits distance and orientation of the
appearing individuals -with respect to the user- in the scene
from a bird-view perspective. As a result, the interaction pattern
over the sequence can be understood as a two-dimensional time
series that corresponds to the temporal evolution of the distance
and orientation features over time. A Long-Short Term Memory-
based Recurrent Neural Network is then trained to classify each
time series. Experimental evaluation over a dataset of 30.000
images has shown promising results on the proposed method for
social interaction detection in egocentric photo-streams.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microsociology, or social interaction, as defined by Erving
Goffman [1] is a process by which people act and react
to those around them. Social interaction is one of the most
important factor in predicting the physical and mental health
and well-being of everyone ranging from childhood through
older adults [2]. As a consequence, automatic recognition of
social interactions from images and videos has increasingly
drawn scientific interest [3]. Nonetheless, in order to obtain a
rigorous study of the social interaction patterns from a subject,
long term life observations from his point of view are required.
In this regard, high frame rate wearable cameras (e.g. GoPro
or Looxcie) are not useful, since they are not able to capture
the whole day of the person. Instead, low frame rate (2fpm)
wearable cameras (e.g. Narrative) are to be used to record
the life of a person -including their social activities- from a
first-person point of view for long periods of time.
Several works focused on the automatic extraction of in-
formation from videos to describe their semantic content,
have been developed before [4], [5], [6]. As a specific type,
different works have been dedicated to automatic recognition
and understanding of social interactions in videos employing
combination of information captured by different sensors such
as camera, microphone, accelerometer, bluetooth, infrared
and etc. [7], [8]. However, defining an interaction, relying
solely on visual cues is a valuable task from computer vision
Fig. 1: Work flow of the proposed method.
perspective that confines the analysis to the visual information,
eliminating the need for acquiring additional information and
major privacy concerns. Distinct past efforts have been done
in computer vision to solve the social interaction detection
problem in both normal and egocentric videos employing
different visual features [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].
When humans get involved in social interactions, they tend
to stand in determined close positions to other interacting
people to avoid occlusions and organize orientations in order
to naturally place the focus on the subjects of interest. This
phenomenon was first studied and described by Kendon in the
theory of F-formation [14]. F-formation is defined as a pattern
that people instinctively maintain when interacting and can be
measured based on the mutual distances and orientations of the
subjects in the scene. F-formation comprises of 3 spaces: the
people involved in an interaction stand in the p-space, where
they all look inwards to a common empty space surrounded
by the p-space that forms the o-space. External people who do
not belong to this interaction are not accepted in the p-space
and they belong to any space outside of the p-space known as
the r-space.
Most of the previous works in social interaction computing
were focused on finding potential groups of interacting people.
Cristani et al. [12] introduced a framework, namely HVFF, to
find F-formations in conventional videos that takes as input the
positions of the people in a scene and their head orientations.
To recognize the F-formation in every frame of a crowded
scenario, the authors applied a voting strategy based on the
Hough transform. Meanwhile, in the case of egocentric videos,
their unique properties allow completely new approaches to
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Fig. 2: Example of the camera wearer being socially interact-
ing (first row) and not interacting (second row).
social analysis. These videos at the same time pose new
challenges to conventional methods such as strong ego-motion,
background clutter, and severe changes in lighting conditions.
Previous methods for social interaction detection in egocentric
videos essentially were designed to address the problem on
head mounted cameras videos with high frame rate. Fathi et
al. in a pioneering work [9], presented a model which aims
to classify social interactions into discussion, monologue and
dialogues. In the presented framework, location and orientation
of faces are estimated and used to compute the line of sight
for each face and to estimate the 3D location they are looking
at. A multi-label Hidden Conditional Random Field model is
then used to assign a category to each social situation in the
video. Recently, Alletto et al. [10], following the notion of
F-formation proposed a model to organize people in the scene
into socially related groups. In order to describe how two peo-
ple stand in relation to one another, people are tracked in the
video and their head pose and 3D location are predicted using
an estimation framework exclusively developed for egocentric
videos. Later, a correlation clustering algorithm is applied to
merge pairs of people into socially related groups and finally,
due to different definition that distances and orientations can
have, a Structural SVM based approach is used to learn the
weight vector of the correlation clustering depending on the
occurring social situation.
Despite the aforementioned methods, our proposed ap-
proach tackles the problem of social interaction detection in
photo-streams captured by a low frame rate wearable camera
(2fpm). Our focus on real-world social events, such as coffee
breaks, casual work meetings or a sudden encounter in a park,
makes the task especially challenging due to the complex
visual appearance of natural scenes and the presence of large
numbers of individuals in addition to the social group of
interest. Moreover, the sparsity of the observations and the
camera being worn as part of clothing, lead to unpredictable
changes in the field of view even from frame to frame. In this
regard, we previously proposed an approach [15] to establish
which individuals are more involved in an interaction with
the camera wearer by analyzing pairwise interaction vector of
the camera wearer with other individuals in every frame of a
sequence employing the F-formation theory and adapting the
HVFF strategy [12] to egocentric photo-stream scenario. The
presence of a social interaction is decided in every single frame
separately and eventually, if the number of found interactions
with regard to the full length of the sequence is higher than
a predefined threshold, then that specific person is considered
as socially interactive. This work has two major drawbacks.
First, the classification precision is highly dependent on the
selected threshold for the task. Second, the inter dependency
between frames and evolution of features over the time is not
considered.
Despite most existing methods which make little use of
the evolution of the features over time, in this work we em-
ployed Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network
(LSTM) which is adapted for learning over sequential data.
The proposed method aims to describe how the evolution of
the social clues characterizing the F-formation theory which
inferred from human behavior, can be employed to decide if
the appearing people in a sequence are interacting with the
camera wearer or not. To the best of our knowledge, this work
is first to detect social interactions with the camera wearer at
sequence level instead of frame-to-frame level information in
the domain of egocentric photo-streams.
II. METHODOLOGY
During the course of a day, people may engage in social
events with specific persons, such as having lunch with family
members. Due to their emotional impact, social events might
be considered as special moments to be retrieved for the wear-
able camera user. However, automatic social event recognition
from images is not a trivial task. Although observing a single
frames from the F-formation perspective leads to some coarse
frame-based information about the status of the social interac-
tion in that frame, but it also bears some uncertainty that makes
the decision rather unreliable. To this end, sequence level
analysis of the features to prove the involvement of the people
in the social interaction with the camera wearer is required
(see Fig. 2). Our proposal towards social interaction detection
and classification in egocentric photo-streams comprises of
two main modules. The first module aims to find the required
descriptive features employing the F-formation for this task
and prepares them in the sequence level. The second module
analyzes the resulting features from the first module to classify
the sequences. A visual overview of the proposed method is
given in Fig. 1.
A. Feature Extraction
Following the F-formation notion to extract descriptive
features, the method first localizes the appearance of each
person in the scene along the photo-stream. Afterwards, pose
and 3D location for each person along the sequence are
estimated to build the set of features for the analysis. The
features that are used for social interaction description and the
methodology used to extract them are detailed in this section.
1) People Localization in Photo-streams: Tracking is un-
doubtedly a prior task for human behavior analysis. To de-
tect and localize people around the camera wearer along a
Fig. 3: Tracking result of applying eBoT [16] over a sequence
of two persons.
sequence, we use the multiple face assignment algorithm pre-
viously developed in egocentric photo-streams [16]. Tracking
aims to calculate the trajectory of every person in the scene and
keep it across occlusions. We rely on faces instead of bodies
as we believe faces and their attention patterns play more
important and accurate role in determining a social interaction.
In the proposed tracking framework, the photo-stream is
first segmented temporally into a set of sequences as a portion
of the photo-stream in which the presence of the people
(interacting or not) is established previously. In each sequence,
for each visible face -known as seed- a tracklet is generated
which is comprised of a set of correspondences along the
whole sequence. Later, similar tracklets are pooled into the so
called extended bag-of-tracklets (eBoT). All of the tracklets
in an eBoT are aimed to track one specific person along
the sequence, having the seed in different frames. Unreliable
eBoTs are excluded from the original set of eBoTs by using
a measure of confidence. After filtering reliable eBoTs, a
prototype tracklet is extracted from them (see Fig. 6). Ad-
ditionally, eBoT is able to estimate occluded frames from the
final prototype and remove them. This eBoT property helps the
social interaction analysis because the removed frames do not
convey useful information and may bias the final classification
results.
2) Face Orientation Estimation: Line of sight of a person
can be roughly approximated by estimating the head pose of
the person. To this end, for each detected face, we expand
the bounding box around the face by a small factor and apply
the state-of-the-art face pose estimation algorithm introduced
by Zhu et al. [17] on the expanded region. The detector is
based on mixture of trees with a shared pool of parts, where
every facial landmark is defined as a part and a global mixture
is used to model topological changes due to the viewpoint.
This method is able to predict the head orientation among
discretized viewpoint between -90◦ (looking to the left) to
90◦ (looking to the right) every 15◦ along pitch and yaw
directions. The algorithm is being applied over a confined
and relatively small area of the image. Hence, decreasing
the detection threshold parameter increases the probability of
truly estimating the head pose, while the probability of finding
false positives remains relatively unchanged. This procedure
is repeated for all the face regions. However, due to the in
the wild nature of egocentric images, pose estimator fails to
estimate the face orientation for some regions. Thus, for these
cases, a pose relaying on the median poses of its neighboring
Fig. 4: On the right side, the bird-view model of the left side
scene can be observed. The camera wearer is shown in green
with an expanded line of sight region. Only the person depicted
by pink color (left) is interacting with the camera wearer.
frames is assigned.
The line of sight of the camera wearer is not used explicitly
in the analysis. However, it is important to know his line of
sight to associate the line of sight of others to him. Note
that the camera is typically worn on the chest of the camera
wearer. Therefore, to predict his line of sight, we assume he
can possibly look at anywhere from his left side to his right
side, which results in 180◦ freedom (-90◦ to 90◦), while being
more probable to look at the other people in the scene. On
the other side, we assumed people to be interacting with the
camera wearer should have a head pose between -30◦ to 30◦
(see Fig. 4).
3) 3D People Localization: The F-formation model relies
on a bird-view model of the scene, where each person is
represented with two coordinates (x, z), where x denotes
position of the person in the 2D image and z denotes its
distance to the camera. The x position of the person is inferred
from the x position of the center of the bounding box which
surrenders face of the person.
To estimate the distance of each individual from the camera,
a regression model that learns the depth relationships on a two-
dimensional surface is trained. A second degree polynomial
regression model learns the relation between the distance from
the camera and the vertical height of a face. In this work,
a distance of 150 cm (as the diameter of the o-space) is
being assumed as the margin of a natural distance for a social
interaction.
B. Social Interaction Classification by LSTM
The features described in previous subsection encode a local
snapshot in time. However, the analysis of temporal change in
these features is crucial for detection and understanding of
social interactions. The next module of our proposed model
employs these features for classification of the sequences
into socially interacting or not. We model our problem using
particular Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) classifier, namely
LSTM, in order to take advantages of its ability to use the
temporal evolution of the descriptors for classification. By
introducing distance and orientation features of each person
along a sequence, LSTM is able to decide which class the
sequence pertains to. A brief description of LSTM and the
architecture used in this work is provided in the following
subsection.
1) Introduction to LSTM: As a special class of neural
networks, RNN is able to capture the temporal dynamic of the
sequences thanks to its recurrent connections between units
being a directed cycle in the nodes. Nonetheless, the short
term memory of RNN becomes insufficient when it needs to
learn tasks that incorporate long time lags of unknown size
between important events when processing long sequences.
LSTM is a special type of the RNN capable of learning long
term dependencies owing to its more powerful update equa-
tions. LSTM is able to do so by utilizing memory cells that
use logistic and linear units with multiplicative interactions
with input and output gates. In this way, it overcomes the
exponential error decay problem of RNN. LSTM has been
tested in many applications ranging from language modeling to
image captioning, and achieved remarkable results compared
to existent methods for many tasks [18], [19].
2) Classification by LSTM: For egocentric sequence binary
classification purpose, in this paper we propose to train a
LSTM network by introducing to it the feature vectors ex-
tracted from each sequence as presented in section II-A at
each time step. Both the distance and orientation information
for each sequence are introduced to the network as input. The
system must learn to classify sequences of different lengths
to interacting or not by analyzing the two feature vectors
associated to each sequence. Hence, the system needs to learn
to protect memory cell contents against even minor internal
state drift.
The hidden layer contains several memory cells fully inter-
connected and fully connected to the rest of the network. The
input and output gates use inputs from other memory cells to
decide whether to access certain information in its memory
cell. Being the ith memory cell ci, at time t, ci’s output yci(t)
is computed as:
yci(t) = youti(t)h(sci(t)),
where the internal state sci(t) is
sci(0) = 0
sci(t) = sci(t− 1) + yini(t)g(netci(t)) for t > 0
and being ini and outi, cell’s input gate and output gate,
respectively. g is a differentiable function that squashes netci ,
and h is a differentiable function that scales memory cell
outputs computed from the internal state sci . We refer readers
to [20] for more detailed description of the LSTM architecture.
Each unit of the input layer receives the distance and the
orientation of a person w.r.t the camera wearer in a given
frame. For the output layer, a sigmoid function is used as
activation function, which is standard for binary classification
tasks.
Training of the LSTM network is essential for accurate
classification of sequential inputs. In a simple feedforward
network, backpropagation is a common method of training
used in conjunction with an optimization method such as
gradient descent. The method moves backward from the final
error to assign responsibilities to the weights for a portion
of the error by calculating their partial derivatives or the
relationship between their rates of change. Those derivatives
are then used by the learning method, to adjust the weights
in a direction that decreases the error. For training a LSTM
using Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT), a time element
is added which extends the series of functions for which it
calculates derivatives with the chain rule.
III. EXPERIMENTS
There are two types of gradient-based techniques for LSTM
training: truncated-BPTT [20] and full-BPTT [21]. To validate
our approach, we trained a LSTM with revised optimization
technique introduced by Lyu and Zhu [22]. The revised method
incorporates full-BPTT under a matrix-based batch learning
method where the overall performance for the LSTM is
improved using revised activation functions for gates leading
to sharper nodes.
A. Dataset
Due to the lack of public datasets with ground-truth in-
formation on wearable camera images, all the experiments
presented in this paper were carried out on a novel egocentric
dataset, where the presence or absence of interaction with
each person is manually labeled. The dataset was acquired
by 8 users; each user wore the Narrative camera (2fpm) for
a number of non-consecutive days over a total of ∼100 days
period, collecting ∼30.000 images, where ∼3000 images of
them contain a total number of 100 different trackable persons
along sequences of average length of 25 frames. Sequences
have different lengths, varying from 10 to 40 frames (5 minutes
to 20 minutes of interaction). The dataset has been acquired in
real world situations including inside and outside scenes and
in different daylight conditions. 75% of the dataset contains
socially interacting persons and the rest 25% of the dataset
consists of not interacting persons.
To train a network for classification a relatively large amount
of both socially interacting and non-interacting sequences are
required. Note that a sequence for the network is defined by the
two-dimensional times series (distance and orientation of each
person along the sequence) extracted from each sequence. This
amount of labeled data is not currently available and acquiring
it is difficult and costly. However, augmenting the dataset
is highly recommendable for classifiers training, when large
representative training sets are not available [23]. Therefore,
in this work we considered an extended training set resulted
by augmentation of the available real dataset.
The training dataset is created by randomly selecting out
70% of our whole real dataset and artificially enlarging them
in the feature space. In order to provide a balanced training
set, 70% of the real dataset is chosen equally from positive
and negative sequences to form the training set. For each
sequence in the real dataset, a set of repetitive sequences of
randomly different length in the interval [10,40] is provided
which randomly contains features of the original sequence.
Later, to variate the sequences, a set of positive features
and negative features (as to add some bias to the sequence)
is introduced to the sequence. Positive features for socially
interacting sequences are defined as ones with a random
distance value in centimeters in the interval [10, 150] and
a head pose orientation value in degrees in the interval [-
30◦,30◦]. Negative features for socially interactive sequences
are just random values out of these boundaries, but in the valid
boundary of these features. For the socially non-interactive
sequences, these boundaries are just the opposite. Rest of the
real dataset (30%) is equally divided to form the validation and
test set. We augmented the validation set in the same manner
as for training set. Fig. 5 shows the error and the correctly
classified objects on the validation dataset.
B. Network Architecture
We use a 3-layer networks of one input layer with 2
input units, one hidden layer with memory cell blocks of
size 2, and one output layer with 1 output unit. The input
layer has forward connections to all units in the hidden
layer. The fully self-connected hidden layer contains memory
cells and corresponding gate units. The output layer receives
connections only from memory cells. All activation functions
are logistic with output range [0, 1], except for h, whose range
is [−1, 1], and g, whose range is [−2, 2]. All weights are
randomly initialized in the range [−0.1, 0.1]. We use peephole
connections, but omit forget gates since this task is not a
continual prediction task.
C. Parameter Estimation
The use of machine learning algorithms is tightly bounded
with tuning of model hyperparameters. Due to the complexity
of this task, there is great appeal for automatic approaches that
can optimize the performance of a given learning algorithm
to the problem. Several sequential Bayesian Optimization
methods have been proposed for hyperparameter search [24],
[25]. The common theme is to perform a set of iterative
hyperparameter optimization. These methods in each itera-
tion fit a hyperparameter response surface that maps each
hyperparameter setting to an approximated accuracy using a
probabilistic regression function. The learned regression model
is then used as a substitute of the response surface to quickly
explore the search space and identify next hyperparameter
candidates to evaluate.
In this work, we chose to optimize the hyperparameters
of the LSTM separately using random search because this
approach is easy to implement and parallelize, while covers
the search space quite uniformly. We made a total number of
3000 trials of randomly sampling over the following hyperpa-
rameters: log-uniform samples in the interval [2, 200] for the
number of memory cells blocks, log-uniform samples in the
interval [1e− 5, 1] for the learning rate, log-uniform samples
in the interval [0.01, 1] for the momentum and, log-uniform
samples in the interval [200, 1000] for the batch size. We tried
two different optimization techniques in the experiments: one
is Limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) and the other one mini-
batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), with different mini-
batch sizes for LSTM [26].
Our method HVFF[15]
LBFGS SGD
Precision 82% 73% 80%
Recall 74% 85% 72%
F-measure 77% 78% 75%
TABLE I: The quantitative results of the proposed method as
well as the comparative result with HVFF[15].
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Validation error (a) and correctly classified objects as
a function of the number of iterations (b) over the real-based
augmented validation set.
D. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this work, we focus on the ability of LSTM for the
classification problem. In all the experiments, we trained the
model on the real-based augmented training set and used cross-
validation to trigger early stopping. We used 10,000 training
samples and 1,500 validation samples where the error on the
validation set is used as a proxy for the generalization error in
determining when overfitting has begun to stop training and
use the weights the network had in that previous step as the
result of the training run to test the model.
The unique characteristic of our scenario (the camera having
low frame rate (2fpm), as well as being worn on the chest),
makes the resulting method incompatible with most of the
previously proposed models for social interaction classification
to perform the comparison. However, We have compared the
obtained results with our previously introduced work in the
area which employs the HVFF to classify social interactions in
the egocentric photo-stream scenario [15]. The obtained results
using both methods can be observed in Table I which demon-
strate the improvements on the results using the sequence-level
analysis of the social interactions using LSTM.
In Fig. 5 (a) we report a plot of the validation error and in
Fig. 5 (b) we report the number of correctly classified example
both as a function of the number of iterations obtained on
the real-based augmented validation set. These results were
obtained with a LSTM network having 35 memory cell blocks,
each with 2 memory cells, and all the gates are densely
connected. We have tested several configuration of networks,
varying the number of hidden LSTM, and verified that a large
number of memory blocks leads to overfitting, and the opposite
leads to divergence. Different gates of a network (input gates,
forget gates and output gates) should avoid any leakage of
unwanted information flow. Hence, they should behave like
gates that are either open or closed. The gates use the logistic
Fig. 6: Two examples of the final results of the method. First
row classified by the model as socially interacting. Second row
shows an example of non-socially interacting.
sigmoid function f(x) = 11+e−αx as their activation function
where α is normally set to 1. However, as mentioned by Lyu
and Zhu [22], choosing a high value for α makes the gate
excitation function looks more like a binary step function. We
tried different values of α and found that bigger α can lead to
faster and better convergence to solve our problem (3.5 in this
work). Additionally, as expected an appropriately tuned batch
size (500, in this case) led to the more steadier learning curve.
The learning rate 0.01 and the momentum 0.8 led to the best
performance of the network.
As expected, the network converges on the validation set
more rapidly using LBFGS compared to SGD [26]. However,
SGD leads to better recall while LBFGS perform with higher
precision on the test set. Overall, the SGD performs slightly
better than L-BFGS comparing their F-measure.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a complete pipeline for detecting
social interactions in egocentric photo-streams captured by a
low frame-rate wearable camera. The proposed architecture
consists of 2 major modules: 1. frame-level social signals
extraction characterizing F-formation (namely, distance and
orientation of the people w.r.t. the camera wearer), and 2. clas-
sification of the interaction pattern made of a two-dimensional
time-series into socially interacting pattern and non-socially
interacting pattern. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that F-formation are analyzed at sequence level in-
stead of frame-to-frame level employing LSTM. Experimental
results have shown that the proposed method achieves high
accuracy on the considered purpose (78% using SGD). This
work has important applications in the fields of preventive
medicine and human-computer interaction as for example
memory training by digital memories of people affected by
mild cognitive impairment and robotic therapy for children
affected by autism. Future work will be devoted to the char-
acterization of the social interactions by incorporating emotion
recognition from images and with the help of additional
sensors.
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